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COMPATIBLE WITH lie 

Apple Ilc owners can now run the single largest 
body of software in existence. Enter the CP/M world 
with the new Z-80c and introduce your Ilc to 
thousands of new programs. With the Z-80c, you'll be 
able to run Wordstar, dBase II , Turbo Pascal and 
thousands of other programs that require CP/M. But 
your Ilc will still be your Ilc because the Z-80c only 
turns on when using a CP/ M disk. 

The Z-80c comes standard with the new 4.0 soft
ware, the most advanced system for running CP/M 
programs ever. But it also runs other versions of CP/M 
including the popular 2.2 and 2.23 and is fully com
patible with Microsoft disks with no pre-boot. 

But naturally you 'd expect top performance from 
the Z-80c. After all , it's from Applied Engineering and 
we've got years of experience with Z-80 cards for the 
11+ and lie. 

The Z-80c can use all 128K in the Ilc, or 64K can 
be reserved as a RAM disk. 

The Z-80c fits neatly inside the Ilc. I nstallation is 
easy and only takes about 10 minutes (it just plugs in). 
After installation, your Ilc will act and look just like 
other Ilc's, only now you can run all that great CP/M 
software that others can only dream about. 

The Z-80c comes complete with Z-80 card, 4.0 
operating system, utility disk, a plain English owners 
manual and a 3 YEAR WARRANTY. And although the 
Z-80c is the only CP/M interface on the market for the 
Ilc, we've priced it as though the competition was 
fierce. 

When you consider the fact that many people 
spend 2 or 3 thousand dollars on a CP/M only 
computer, our price of $159 is an offer that's 
practically irresistible. 
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FEATURES 

• Totally compatible with all CP/M software 

• Executes the full Z-80 , 8080 and 8085 instruction 
set 

• Fully compatible with Microsoft disks (no pre-boot 
required as with others) 

• Specifically designed for High Speed Operation in 
the Apple Ilc 

• An on-card ROM eliminates many I.C.' s for a cooler, 
less power consuming board 

• A semi-custom I.C. and ' a low parts count allows the 
Z-80 to fly through CP/M programs at a very low 
power level 

• The Z-80 will allow you to run: dBase II , WordStar, 
SpellStar, Turbo Pascal , Cobol-80, Fortran 80, 
Peachtree and all other CP/M based software 

• Fast clock: 4MHZ (Z-80B) 

• Documentation included 

• High quality P.C. board, gold-plated connector, with 
mil. spec. components used throughout 

• Five year warranty 

The Z-80c will give you two computers in one and 
the advantages of both, all at an unbelievably low price. 

$159 
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Enter the world of CP/ M with the 
Z-80 ™ and introduce your IIc to 
programs like WordStar dBASE II 
Turbo Pascal and thous~nds of others. 

The Z-80c is neatly engineered to 
turn itself on only when a CP/ M disk 
is being used. So your IIc remains a 
IIc if you wish to run ProDOS. And the 
Z-80c comes standard with 5.1 soft
ware, the most advanced system for 
running Apple CP/ M programs ever. 
The Z-80c also runs other versions of 
CP/ M including the popular 2.2 and 
2.23 and is fully compatible with 
Microsoft disks with no pre-boot. 

The Z-80c fits neatly inside the IIc. 
Installation is easy and only takes 
about 10 minutes (it just plugs in). 
After installation, your IIc will act and 
look just like other IIc's, only now you 
can run all that great CP/ M software 
that others can only dream about. 

The Z-80c comes complete with 
card, 5.1 operating system, utility disk 
and an understandable owner's manual. 

When you consider the fact that 
many people spend 2 or 3 thousand 
dollars on a CP/ M only computer, our 

price of $159 is an offer that's 
practically irresistible. 

Features: 
• Totally compatible with all Apple 

CP/ M software 
• Executes the full Z-80, 8080 and 

8085 instruction set 
• Fully compatible with Microsoft 

disks (no pre-boot required as with 
others) 

• Specifically designed for high speed 
operation in the Apple IIc 

• An on-card PAL elimin
ates many I. C. 's for a 
cooler, less power con
suming board 

• A semi-custom I. C. and 
a low parts count al
lows the Z-80 to fly 
through CP/ M programs 
at a very low power 
level 

• The Z-80c will allow 
you to run: dBASE II, 
WordStar, Spell Star, 
Turbo Pascal and all other Apple 
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CP/ M based software 
• Fast clock: 2MHz (Z-80B) 
• Documentation included 
• High quality P. C. board, gold-plated 

connector 
• 5 year warranty - parts and labor 

The Z-80c will give you two 
computers in one and the advantages 
of both all at an unbelievably 
low price. 

Z-SOc $159 

Z-80c 

Enter a whole new 

world of software 

titles - CP/M 
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